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The cloud is literally ubiquitous today. In addition to Data and Artificial Intelligence, cloud computing is 

one of the three pillars of the Bertelsmann Tech & Data Agenda. Especially in times of accelerated 

virtual networking, it connects us and allows us to access information and applications from 

anywhere. The cloud has become an integral part of how we collaborate, share data and do business 

now and in the future. The development of cloud expertise is therefore the way ahead for 

Bertelsmann.

With the Cloud Curriculum, Bertelsmann University provides all Bertelsmann employees with a 

premium-quality, flexible online learning experience that sets out to convey these skills and helps 

Bertelsmann use the cloud to transform and accelerate its businesses.

What is the Bertelsmann Cloud Curriculum?

What is the Bertelsmann Cloud Curriculum?

The Bertelsmann Cloud Curriculum is a curated digital learning offer for all Bertelsmann employees 

who want to either expand their existing competencies or acquire new expertise in the field of cloud 

computing. The Cloud Curriculum structures the field of cloud technology into three roles: Cloud 

DevOps Engineer, Cloud Solutions Architect and Cloud Product Owner. For every role, a 

requirements profile listing specific skills has been defined and a matching learning program (‘learning 

path’) designed and constructed. The content is provided by top universities, leading cloud companies 

and subject experts. Upon successful completion of a course, participants can obtain a corresponding 

award or, depending on the chosen provider, take an exam leading to a professional industry 

certificate. The Cloud Curriculum offers every participant the opportunity to undertake further 

professional training in line with their current knowledge and to thus build upon their tech expertise 

and gain qualifications for both, their current but also new professional tasks and responsibilities.

What is the Cloud Curriculum’s objective?

The aim of the Bertelsmann Cloud Curriculum is to build up cloud competencies at Bertelsmann; this 

includes capabilities involved with managing, designing, developing and deploying cloud-based 

solutions.
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What can participants expect from the Cloud Curriculum?

The Bertelsmann Cloud Curriculum is a flexible online learning experience with premium-quality 

standards and many interactive elements.

Participants benefit from a selected, well-structured and quality-assured digital learning curriculum 

with great practical relevance. Participants have a chance to exchange information about challenges 

and best practices in communities powered by the respective learning provider. Also, they get the 

opportunity to work on their own projects. Thanks to the strong practical relevance, the learning 

content can be used in everyday professional life.

What topics does the Cloud Curriculum cover?

The selection of topics covers the entire ‘Technology-to-Business’ spectrum and ranges from 

Software Development, to Solution Design, to Product and Portfolio Management. Furthermore, 

courses on basic tech skills, such as an introduction to programming, are also offered.

What are the learning targets?

The learning targets for each role were formulated together with experts of the Bertelsmann IT 

community – these targets are based on the requirements which practice places on each role profile. 

The learning targets for the individual roles are described in the role descriptions (pp. 9-12).

Who is this curriculum for?

The Bertelsmann Cloud Curriculum is open for all Bertelsmann employees who want to undertake 

further training or want to intensify their knowledge in the area of cloud technology. The prerequisites 

vary according to the objectives of the learning path and can be taken from the individual role 

descriptions (pp. 9-12).
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What are the requirements for successful participation?

Key elements for successful participation are one’s own initiative and the desire to learn and discover.

The Bertelsmann Cloud Curriculum offers participants many individual ways to undertake further 

training and to build up their cloud expertise. Each learner may choose the right path for him or her. 

The Bertelsmann University has lots of comprehensive information material available. Anyone who is 

potentially interested should ask, and find the answer to the following questions:

• Which cloud role is the right one for me?

• How much time can I invest in my professional training?

• Which learning provider will suit me best?

• Which courses within a learning path do I need?

• How much money would I like to invest?

What types of training are available?

• Web-based training (WBT): Both, Coursera and Udacity, use mainly classic recorded online 

trainings that you can work through on your own and at your own pace. In addition, project work 

and peer communities will promote exchange over learning content and challenges and help you 

deepen your practical skills. After purchasing a license for either Coursera (including all Google 

Cloud trainings) or Udacity, you will be granted access to the provider’s content catalog for a fixed 

amount of time to complete your studies starting from your activation date.

• (Virtual) Instructor-led trainings: AWS and Microsoft typically use live trainings where 

participants learn within a cohort of peers and with a certified trainer. The trainings are comprised 

of a mixture of theory and practical exercise. To deepen your skills, you have access to a collection 

of free-of-charge self-study resources. This is particularly recommendable if you are studying 

towards a professional certificate exam.
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The following image provides an overview of the types of training available for each role

How can I book a license or a live training?

Bertelsmann employees can book their chosen training format independently via peoplenet. The 

supervisor’s approval is automatically requested during registration. Once the supervisor has given 

his or her approval, the employee will receive further information on how to start the license or course.

Where does the program take place?

All programs take place 100% online. Please note that all instructor-led trainings take place virtually. 

Hence, participants can work from anywhere, as long as they have a stable internet connection. 

Virtual live trainings are available in various time zones.
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1) Who am I?

Together with corporate IT and divisional subject matter experts, Bertelsmann University has defined 

three role profiles across the area of cloud computing. Just as with the Bertelsmann Data Curriculum, 

the roles encompass the entire ‘Technology-to-Business’ spectrum, including:

• Continuous development and deployment of software, reliability, automation ("Cloud DevOps 

Engineer")

• Analysis of requirements and infrastructure, solution design ("Cloud Solutions Architect")

• Development of cloud business models, portfolio and strategy, market research, monitoring of 
business metrics ("Cloud Product Owner")

You can find more details on each role further below or on the Bertelsmann University website:

www.bertelsmann-university.com.

How is the Bertelsmann Cloud Curriculum structured?

The Cloud Curriculum consists of three steps:
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2) Which provider suits me best?

For the Cloud Curriculum, Bertelsmann University works together with five different learning partners:

• Coursera

• Udacity

• Microsoft

• Amazon Web Services

• Google

Each learning provider has their own profile and differs, for example, in terms of content, time 

investment and price. Besides the established Bertelsmann University learning partners, Coursera 

and Udacity, there are now also offers from the three leading Cloud companies: Microsoft, AWS and 

Google. This way, both provider-agnostic and provider-specific learning content is available for 

learners to choose from. This diversity allows participants to pick an offer that is tailored to their 

individual learning needs and the technological environment at their organization. The learning 

content is regularly updated by the providers and is thus state-of-the-art. You will find an overview of 

the most important characteristics of each learning partner in the document Provider Comparison.

3) What do I need?

In order to provide the knowledge and skills required for a role, our learning partners have built 

learning paths based on each role profile. Each learning path contains a curated collection of online 

courses.

The potential learning effort depends on the level of knowledge of the learner. The description of the 

individual learning paths, including course information, can be found on the Bertelsmann University 

website: www.bertelsmann-university.com.
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Which cloud roles are there?

In the following, you will find the role profile descriptions, requirements and learning targets for each 

cloud role.

Overview

There are three cloud roles: Cloud DevOps Engineer, Cloud Solutions Architect and Cloud Product 

Owner.

In order to choose a suitable role, interested participants may use the description, as well as the 

stated prerequisites as guidance. 
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The Cloud DevOps Engineer

Role description: A professional Cloud DevOps 

Engineer is responsible for efficient development 

operations that aim to optimize service reliability and 

delivery speed.

Using Cloud platforms, they ensure continuous 

development and deployment of software. They monitor 

CPU and memory usage as well as services and are able 

to manage incidents and learn from them.

Cloud DevOps Engineers aim to continuously deliver 

value in end-to-end process automation.

Prerequisites: Distinct knowledge of software 

development and scripting, knowledge of various server 

systems, data management skills, the ability to use a 

variety of open source technologies and tools.

Learning targets:

• Cloud fundamentals

• Knowledge of different types of cloud

• Cloud security and data security

• Software-defined networking

• Containerization and orchestration

• Infrastructure as code and system hygiene

• OS know-how

• Profound programming skills

• Monitoring and alerting
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Role description: Cloud Solution Architects are 

responsible for solving complex business problems using 

cloud technologies. They translate the technical 

requirements of a project into the architecture and design 

of a solution.

Cloud Solution Architects work closely with other roles of 

the technology teams to ensure that the best possible 

cloud technology is used.

Prerequisites: Pronounced knowledge of IT 

infrastructures: Server virtualization, network and storage 

technologies

Learning targets:

• Cloud security

• Software-defined networking

• Containerization and orchestration

• Holistic understanding of IT infrastructures

• Cloud adoption

• Automation tools

The Cloud Solutions Architect
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The Cloud Product Owner

Role description: Cloud Product Owners understand 

and promote the acceptance of the cloud. They observe 

the market with regard to competitors, trends and 

customers and use them to derive strategies for portfolio 

development and motivate technological transformation. 

They are able to communicate effectively and convince 

on the basis of business-relevant use cases and analysis 

results.

Cloud product owners guide strategic portfolio 

developments and are in contact with various analysts 

and consulting companies in order to identify technology 

trends at an early stage.

They drive product and service development and involve 

cloud solution architects for technical implementation. 

They take care of the overall organization of processes 

and applications and optimize their interaction.

Prerequisites: Very good customer-driven business 

understanding with strong communication and marketing 

skills.

Learning targets:

• Profound understanding of the potential of digital 

technologies

• Knowledge of cloud-based business models

• Alignment of business and cloud strategy

• Cloud fundamentals

• Management of requirements

• Storytelling and visualization

• Project and stakeholder management
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